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Eight California condors that are part of an endangered-species recovery effort in Big Sur have 
tested positive for lead exposure, the latest setback for efforts to restore one of North 
America's most sensitive species. 

One bird had such high blood levels of lead -- a longtime nemesis of the scavengers -- that it 
is being kept in captivity to recover. 

Biologists made the discovery last week as part of routine blood tests of nine of the 17 wild 
condors living in the Los Padres National Forest, about 30 miles south of Monterey. Although 
the cause may never be known, researchers say ingesting lead from bullets is probably to 
blame. 

``We don't know for sure where it is coming from,'' said Kelly Sorenson, executive director of 
the Ventana Wilderness Society, a non-profit organization based in Carmel Valley that works 
to restore condors, eagles and peregrine falcons to Northern California. ``My hunch is that 
given the recent hunting season, it is certainly possible it could be ammunition.'' 

This is the first time since condors were reintroduced in Big Sur in 1997 that high lead levels 
have been found in their blood, Sorenson said. The birds are expected to recover as the lead 
contamination falls to natural levels, he said. But the incident has renewed concerns about 
what some see as the largest threat to California's $35 million program to bring condors back 
from the brink of extinction. 

Lead has long meant trouble for condors: It's not that the birds are shot, but that they eat it. 
If hunters or ranchers shoot deer, coyotes or other wildlife, and lead fragments from bullets 
are left in the carcasses, condors have been known to ingest the fragments. At least five 
condors over the past decade have died of lead poisoning -- four in Arizona and one in 
California, Sorenson said. 

Seven of the Big Sur birds were released into the wild last week. The eighth remains under 
observation in the Ventana Wilderness. 

The discovery comes a few weeks after the deaths of the only three known condor chicks to be 
born in the wild since 1984. All three died last month in the southern reaches of Los Padres 
National Forest, near Santa Barbara, within a few weeks of each other. 



Scientists still don't know exactly what killed the birds, although elevated copper levels were 
found in one chick and another most likely died after eating bottle caps and sharp pieces of 
plastic and glass. 

Prehistoric-looking cousins of the turkey vulture, California condors once flew from British 
Columbia to Mexico. Their numbers began a precipitous decline during the Gold Rush and 
reached a nadir in the mid-1980s, when their population fell to just 22. 

Condors died from habitat loss and from poisoning after eating animals that had been filled 
with lead shot or cyanide by ranchers. In desperation, federal biologists captured all remaining 
wild condors in 1987 and began breeding them in zoos. 

Researchers started to release offspring in 1992. Today there are 200 California condors in 
America. Of those, 73 are in the wild: 33 in northern Arizona and 40 in California. 

The bird found last week with the highest lead levels is known as ``Number 199,'' a male 
about 3 years old. After tests Oct. 27, it was taken to the Avian and Exotic Clinic of the 
Monterey Peninsula and then moved to a holding pen in the Los Padres forest. If lead levels 
don't fall, it will receive calcium injections to speed passage of the toxin. 

The lead could have come from a range of sources, including garbage dumps or lead paint. 

``There's an awful lot of lead out there in the environment,'' said Dr. Michael Murray, the 
Monterey veterinarian who treated the bird. 

Researchers at Stanford University and the University of California-Santa Cruz will analyze the 
lead-contaminated blood. New tests can ``fingerprint'' the lead, potentially telling its source. 

Because of lead poisoning in hawks, eagles and other raptors, the federal and state 
government ban lead ammunition in waterfowl hunting. 

But lead bullets remain standard for most hunters and rifle owners. 

``It would be a shock to me to find out how a condor could encounter lead from hunting,'' 
said Ron Lara of San Jose, a board member of the California Deer Association. ``When I clean 
animals, very rarely do you see a bullet fragment. It usually passes through.'' 

Biologists have begun a campaign to ask hunters to bury the remains of animals they shoot 
and to use non-lead ammunition when shotgun hunting. 

Henry Coletto, Santa Clara County game warden, said ranchers often shoot coyotes, ground 
squirrels and other wildlife that threaten their property. And because the Big Sur condors have 
been known to fly up to 150 miles a day they encounter miles and miles of open cowboy 
country. 

`If you kill a ground squirrel or a coyote you should bury it,'' Coletto said. ``If you really want 
to see condors on your ranch, take a few extra minutes and do that.'' 


